No: EDN-H(2)B(6)1-18/Arts/2020
DIRECTORATE OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
H.P. LALPANI, Shimla-1
Dated Shimla-171001 August 2020

Corrigendum

Please read Ram Pal instead of Ram Lal appeared in the O/o even no. dated 22.7.2020 transferred from GMS Kaina u/c GSSS Mandhole (SML) to GSSS Jakatkhana (BLP)

Endst No: Even dated Shimla-1, the
Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to the:
1. The concerned Dy. Director of Elementary Education as mentioned above.
2. The concerned e Principals/ Headmasters as mentioned above.
3. The Nodal officer (IT) Internal
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